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With a floor to ceiling  
canvas, resene shows you 
home is where the art is. 

styling / Amelia Holmes    
PHOtOgRAPHy / Toaki Okano

Resene colours, from  
left to right: Resene Glamour 
Puss, Resene Bittersweet, 
Resene St Kilda, Resene 
Half Kumutoto and Resene 
Ayers Rock. Call 0800 
RESENE (737 363) for your 
nearest Resene ColorShop, 
or visit resene.co.nz

Below, from left: Workshop 
stool, $250 from Object 
Support, museumworkshop.
co.nz; ‘Tio’ table by Mass 
Productions, $1549 from 
Simon James Design, 
simonjamesdesign.com; 
Bertoia ‘Side’ chair by  
Harry Bertoia for Knoll, from 
$2798 from Bromhead 
Design, bromheaddesign.
com; 1950s planter by Willy  
Guhl, from $450 The  
Vitrine, inthevitrine.com.
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HOME Nice room! How’d you choose the colours?
AMELIA HOLMES, StyLISt I was inspired by the idea 
of using accent colours in unexpected and unique 
ways. We can all get a bit conservative with colour – 
so creating this room set was a good way of breaking 
out of that rut and trying something new. I enjoyed 
pushing past the usual  habit of just choosing one or 
two paint colours, and found these combinations had 
a summery energy that I really enjoyed. 

How have you accessorised the room and 
complemented the colour palette?  
the colours are so bold I didn’t think the furniture 
needed to compete. So I chose strong shapes in 
white, black or timber that are still legible against 
this exuberant background. 

Who said only your walls could be colourful? Take our 
lead and bring floors, walls and ceilings to life with 
Resene The Range fashion colours. Trends for 2014 
reference historical hues in brilliant yellows, pumpkin 
oranges and tomato reds. Paired with pretty pastels 
for balance, these rich accents give you the most 
coveted colour trends for 2014. Resene The Range 
fashion colours come complete with complementary 
colour suggestions.
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